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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and set A -L ZG, a Z-order in the semisimple 
Q-algebra QG. Denote by C(d) the reduced class group of the category 
of locally free left A-lattices. See [I 1, 121 for general properties of C(A). 
Let A’ be a maximal Z-order in QG containing A. The change of rings 
map given by A’ On . induces a surjection [15] C(d) --F C(A’) with kernel 
WV 
The aim of this paper is to give upper bounds for the exponent e(G) 
of the finite abelian group D(ZG). In [ll] Irving Reiner and the author 
showed that D(ZG) is a p-group if G is a p-group, a result first proved 
by FrGhlich [4] when G is also abelian. Here we prove that if G has order pn, 
then e(G) divides pn-l. From Galovich [6] it follows that e(G) = pn-l 
when G is a cyclic group of order pn, p > 3 a prime. If p = 2, we show 
that e(G) divides 2n-2. If G = S, , the symmetric group on n symbols, 
the order of C(ZG) is prime to p for primes p > n/2. 
It would be of interest to determine the exact value of e(G) for p-groups G, 
especially when G is nonabelian. 
The reader will note that several of the results of Section 2, for example 
(2.7) apply equally well to more general orders. 
2. GENERAL CASE AND THE SYMMETRIC GROUP 
We fix the following notation for this article: g = order of group G, 
A = ZG, A = QG, A’ = a maximal Z-order of A containing A, and 
C = center of A’. 
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We may write 
(simple components), 
A’ = C’ Aj ) Ai = maximal Z-order in ili , 
center of A = c’ Ki , Ki = center of Af , 
c = C’ Hi, Ri = alg. int. (Kj} C Ai . 
Each (li is then a maximal R,-order of the algebra -Lzi. Let g: = (Ai: KJ 
and let d(R,) be the different of Ri over 2. 
Let Ni: Ai + Ki be the reduced norm homomorphism and define 
N: A + Q . C by N = x.’ Ni . We say the algebra A satisfies the Eichler 
condition if no simple component of 4 is a totally definite quaternion algebra 
(i.e., the center of such an algebra is totally real and the algebra becomes 
the skewfield of real quaternions when completed at any infinite prime of 
its center). 
The Q-algebra B = ilIz of all 2 x 2 matrices over A will satisfy 
the Eichler condition whether or not A does. The Z-order r = M,(A) 
of B is contained in P = Mz(A’), a maximal Z-order of B. Then A’ and 
r’ have isomorphic centers both of which we denote by C. Set Bi = M,(A,) 
and ri = M&), so B = x:’ Bi and r’ = x.’ ri . Let Ni*: Bi--+ Ki be the 
reduced norm map and define N*: B--f Q . C by N* = C’ Ni*. 
Fix a nonzero rational integer f such that fA’ C A, and for a Z-module M 
set 
Mf = {m/r: m E AI, Y E z, (Y,f) = l}. 
Denote by u(R) the group of invertible elements of any ring R. 
If A satisfies the Eichler condition, then [I I] 
q/f) ~ W) _ {C . w-4: x E UVf’)> 
W) (C . N(Y): Y E 44N - 
In any case one has 
q/q N .wu _ lC . N*(x): xE a’)> __ - 
Iv-9 {C .N*(Y): Y E 4m ’ 
(2.1) 
since the Z-orders A and r have the same class group [9]. 
The set F(A’/A) of elements c E C such that CA CA is an ideal of A 
and A’, which is called the central conductor of A’ into A. Clearly F(A’/A) and 
F(r’/r) may be identified. Jacobinski [8] proved that for F(A’/A) = x.’ Fi , 
Fi an ideal of Ri , 
Fi = +d(R,)-‘. (2.3) 2 
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In particular, the central conductor is independent of the choice of maximal 
order A’ containing A; we often write F for F(A’/A). 
The following result of Eichler [2] will be used repeatedly for noncom- 
mutative orders. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let L be an algebraic number field and S = ring of all 
algebraic integers of L. Let A, be a central simple L-algebra and PO a maximal 
S-order in A,. Assume A,, satisfies the Eichler condition. Let N: A, - L 
be the reduced norm map, and let I be any two-sided ideal of I’,, . Suppose 
for x E F,, that 
Then 
N(x) = unit of S (mod S n I). 
x == unit of I’, (mod I). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let J be an ideal of the center C of A’. Then ]A’ n C = J. 
Proof. It is enough to consider the case where A’ is a maximal order 
in a simple algebra and so C is the ring of algebraic integers of a number 
field. Of course JA’ n C I) J. If the reverse inclusion fails to hold, then 
]A’ n C 3 JP-1 
for some prime ideal P of C dividing J. There exists x E /P-l, x $ J, and 
X = 1 Xjyj 9 xj E J, yj E A’* 
View this as an equation in Q . A’ and multiply by x-l. But x-ixj E PR, 
(Rr = localization of R at P) by the choice of x, so 1 E PR, . A’ = PAP’, 
which is impossible. 
DEFINITION 2.6. The exponent of a finite group H, exp H, is the smallest 
integer e such that he = 1 for all h E H. Denote exp D(ZG) by e(G). 
From the inclusion 1 + FP’ C r, we will obtain an upper bound for 
exp D(A). Proposition (2.7) is valid for any Z-order A in A with Q . A = A. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Set e, = exp u(Ri/Fi) and e = L.C.M. of e, ,..., e, . 
Then exp D(A) divides e. 
Proof. Given z E J(A’), s = C . N*(x), XE u(rf’). It is enough to 
consider the case where x E r’ and is prime to f. Write x = xxi, then 
N{*(xJ is prime to f and 
Ni*(xl’) = Ni*(xi)“i = 1 mod Fi . 
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We now appeal to (2.4) with A, = Bi , F, = ri, S = Ri , and I = FiI’i . 
By (2.5) I n Ri = Fi and Fr’ n C = F. For some unit ui of ri , xii 3 
ui mod Firi by (2.4). It follows xe = u modFr’, for some unit u of r’. 
That is, xeu-l E 1 + Fr’ C r and then 
2s = c . N*(xe) = c . N*(xeU-1). 
Since PU-1 E r n u(rf’) C u(rr), we have ze E /(A), which completes the 
proof. 
THEOREM 2.8. The exponent e(S,) of the symmetric group on n symbols 
divides exp u(Z/?! Z). Hence the order of the class group C(ZS,) = D(ZS,) 
is prime to p for all primes p > n/2. 
Proof. Each simple component of the algebra QS, is of the form Mk(Q) 
with a maximal order M,(Z) [l]. The class group of the order Mk(Z) is 
isomorphic to the class group of Z, hence is trivial. Hence in this case C(A’) 
is trivial, which proves C(ZS,) = D(ZS,). 
The ith component Fi of F is (n!/gJ . Z by (2.3) and Ri = Z. For natural 
numbers a, b the canonical map u(Z/abZ) + u(Z/aZ) is onto. It follows that 
each exp u(Z/FJ divides exp u(Z/n! Z). This shows D(ZS,) has no p-torsion 
if p is prime to v(n!). It is an easy exercise to show ( p, v(n!)) = 1 for odd 
p > n/2. If p > n/2 andp = 2, then n < 3; it is well known that D(ZS,) = 0 
for n < 3. This completes the proof for all p > n/2. 
Remark 2.9. In fact, if n < 4, then D(ZS,) = 0; also D(ZS,) has 
order 2 [13]. 
Remark 2.10. For a subgroup H of G there is an induction homo- 
morphism C(ZH) --f C(ZG), obtained from ACr - ZG @&, &I, M a locally 
free ZH-lattice. 
Theorem 2.8 suggests numerous examples where the map is not manic. 
Take G = S,, and H a cyclic subgroup of order 55 (e.g., with generator 
a 5 cycle times an 11 cycle). Then e(H) is divisible by 71 (see [12]) but no 
prime greater than 7 divides e(S,,) by (2.8). 
3. P-GROUPS 
Irving Reiner and this author [I I] have proved that D(ZG) is a p-group 
if G is a p-group. In (3.1) and (3.9) we gi ve an upper bound for the exponent 
e(G) of D(ZG), G ap-group. The proof consists of two steps: (1) e(G) divides 
E = exp((1 + IC,)/(l + FC,)), where I is a certain C-ideal contained in 
48112911-9 
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C n (radical of C,) and C, is the localization of C at p. (2) Obtain an upper 
bound for E. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a group of order pn, p odd prime. The exponent 
of D(ZG) divides p?l-l. 
Remark 3.2. Galovich [6] has proved that e(G) is exactly p+l, where 
G is a cyclic group of order p”-l, p > 3 a prime. 
We introduce some results on ramification theory. Recall that the Galois 
group G(Q(2”+’ x4/Q), a > 2, is isomorphic to the direct product of a 
cyclic group of order 2 by a cyclic group of order 2a-1. By Galois theory 
Q(*“+’ d/T) has two subfields of degree 2a-1 over Q, different from Q(2” d/T). 
Denote by S, the ring of integers of either such subfield and let S, = 
Z[D” d/T-j, a > 1, any prime p. Let S = S, or S, in (3.3). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let p be the prime used to define S, , respectively p = 2 when 
S = S, . (i) The prime p is totally ram$ed in S with ramijication index 
e = (p - l)p”-l. 
(ii) The prime ideal P of S above p is principal, say P = ~5’. 
(iii) The different d($) = Pmj, j = 1, 2, where m, = ae -pa-l, 
m, = ae - 1. 
Proof. Only the value of m2 requires comment. Its calculation is 
straightforward, see [ 14, Chapters 3-41. 
LEMnfa 3.4. Denote by v the discrete valuation of S localized at P and 
normalized so that v(n) = I, P = 7~s. For all natural numbers k and S = S, 
or S, 
( T? d(S) v-- k p 20. 1 
Proof. For k = 1 this becomes v(d(S)) 3 e - 1, a well known lower 
bound for the different in general. 
It is enough to prove (3.5) for k a power of p, because then the quantity 
v(&/k) is smallest. Now 
=pb -(p - l)p”-lb. 
This quantity is decreasing for b = 0, l,..., a - 1, takes equal values for 
b = a - 1 and a, and is increasing for b = a, a + l,..., see [7, p. 2591. 
Therefore we need prove (3.5) only for k = pa. 
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We treat S, and S, separately. By (3.3) 
7# v ( 
Wl) - . - 
Pa P 1 
= (pa - at?) + (at? - pa-1 - e) 
= 0. 
Also v(d(S,)) = ae - 1 2 v(d(S,)), so (3.5) holds for S, also. 
Remark. If S = Z[P” d/T], we have shown inequality (3.5) is the best 
possible one which holds for all positive k. 
P~oofof(3.1). Sincep is odd, the algebraQG satisfies the Eichler condition 
and (2.1) applies. Number the simple components Ai of QG so that A, = Q 
affords the trivial representation. It is known [3] that each Iii, i > 1, has 
the form Z[P” d/T], some a = a(i) 3 1. Let Pi be the unique prime ideal 
of Ri above p and set P’ = x.’ Pi , an ideal of C. 
Given z EZ(A’), z = C . N(x), we will show .zpn-l EZ(/~). It suffices to 
take x E /I’ prime to p. As far as z mod Z(A) is concerned, we claim it is 
enough to take x E 1 + P’A’. (This is the step which makes D(ZG) ap-group.) 
Write x = x xi , xi E fli . Since fl1 Z, we can assume x1 = 1 mod pZ 
without changing z modZ(/l). The cyclotomic units (1 - w~)/(l - w), 
( p, c) = 1, w primitive path root of 1, represent the p - 1 nonzero elements 
of RI/P,. Thus N(x) = unit of C mod P’. By (2.4) x = u mod P’A’, for 
some u E I. So xu-l E 1 + P’A’ and C . N(x) = C . N(su-l), which 
proves the claim. 
Now we compute that if xi = 1 + nisi, niRi = Pi, zi E /li, then 
x?-I E pnd(Ri)-l Ai C 1 + FiAi , 2 
i = I,..., t. For i = 1, x1 = 1 modpZ implies xfflml = 1 modpnZ. Since 
ri is a central element one can evaluate (1 + mi.zi)Pn-l by the binomial 
theorem. Suppose i > 1 and write r = 7ri , R = Ri . We must prove 
k = 1, 2 ,..., pn-l. (3.7) 
Notice for k = pbu, ( p, U) = 1, that n - 1 - b is the exact power of p 
dividing the binomial coefficient (:“-I). Since only P divides d(R), it follows 
that (3.7) is equivalent to the statement (&‘/k)(d(R)/p) is integral at p, 
k=l ,..., pn-l. This follows from (3.4) with S = S, (for all positive k). 
We now turn to the somewhat more difficult case where G is a 2-group. 
We use (2.2) since QG may not satisfy the Eichler condition. 
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PROPOSITION 3.8. Let A = ZG, G a 2-group. DeJine an ideal J = C’ Ji 
of C by Ji = Pi2 if Ai is one-dimensional and Ji = Pi otherwise; here Pi 
is the unique prime ideal of Ri above 2. Consider the principal ideal C . N*(x), 
x E r’ and prime to 2. There exists w E 1 + Jr’ such that C . N*(w) = 
C . N*(x). 
Proof. The center Ki of each Bi = M,(A,) is a subfield of Q(20f’ di), 
for some a, and Ri is the ring of integers of Ki [3]. By (3.3) the prime ideal 
of Ri above 2 may be written Pi = niRi. Since the only unit of RilrriRi 
is the class of 1, Nj*(xi) = 1 mod TiRi . From (2.4) it follows there is a 
wi E 1 + PiI’, such that C . N,*(.x,) = C . Ni*(wi); now set w = x wi . 
Suppose Ai is one-dimensional. Since Ai affords an irreducible representa- 
tion of the maximal abelian quotient group of G, Ai = Q(2” d/5), some 
a = u(i) > 1. The two units of R,/Pi2 are represented by units of Ri , 
for example 1, w where w is a primitive 2*th root of 1. Now use (2.4) once 
again to establish that for some wi E 1 + Pi2ri, we have C . Ni**(*vi) = 
C . Ni*(wi). 
THEOREM 3.9. Let G be a group of order 2”. The exponent of D(ZG) 
divides 2n-2. 
Proof. By (3.8) and the description (2.2) of D(ZG) it suffices to prove 
wen-=E 1+Fr', all w E 1 + Jr’. (3.10) 
For n = I, Eq. (3.10) is to be interpreted as 1 + Fr'r) 1 + Jr’, i.e., 
1 + 2Zc2) 1 1 + 4Zc2) if n = 1. We take 71 >, 2 below. 
First, suppose rZi is one-dimensional, so Ri = Z[20 di], some a > 1. 
Drop the subscript i and write P = z-R, the prime ideal of R above 2. 
We must prove 
(I + 7r%)2n-* E 1 + 2nd(R)-‘, all z E R. 
Actually we will show 
p-2 
( 1 k n2k E 2nd(R)-1, k = l,..., 2n-2. 
This in turn is equivalent to (z-““/Zk)(d(R)/2) integral at 2, which follows 
from (3.4) with S = S, . 
If Ai is not one-dimensional, then gi2 = (Ai: Kj) is a power of 2, so 
2 divides g, . And finally one obtains 
(1 + niZi)2”-5 E 1 + f d(Ri)-’ I’i , all zi E ri , (3.11) 
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just as above from (3.4) with S = S, or S, . The right side of (3.11) is 
contained in 1 + FiTi . Thus, for all i = l,..., t we have shown wi E 1 + JiI’i 
implies wf”-’ E 1 + Firi . This completes the proof. 
Remark 3.12. As an application of Frobenius functors and induction 
theorems Lam [lo], Theorem 4.5, gives an upper bound for the exponent 
of C(ZG). Of course, exp C(ZG) divides exp D(ZG) . exp C(n’). It seems 
that for most noncyclic groups our bounds are sharper. 
Up to now we have given upper bounds for the exponent of D(ZG). 
Finally we will derive qualitative lower bounds as a corollary of work of 
Frijhlich [4, 51, when G is an elementary abelian p-group. 
Let G be an abelian p-group, /1’ = maximal order in QG, and denote 
by subscript p completion at the prime p. Then [4] D(ZG) is isomorphic to 
44’)W’) 44). (3.13) 
This formula can also be obtained from (2.1). There is an involution J 
on QG and QpG obtained from x -+ .x-l, x E G. The three unit groups of 
(3.13) are modules with respect to this involution, and we denote by D-(ZG) 
the set of elements of D(ZG) sent to their inverse by J. 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Let G be the elementary abelian group of order p”. 
As n -+ co the exponent and rank of D-(ZG) tend to infinity, p # 2. For 
all p the exponent and rank of D(ZG) tend to injinity. 
Proof. The order (1, ’ is isomorphic to the direct product of the padic 
integers Z, and ( pn - I)/( p - 1) copies of S, = Z,[P d/T]. 
Suppose p odd. It is known that 
u(Z,) E z, x rv, 
lt’ a cyclic group of order p - 1. Let Lrl = units of S, congruent to 1 
modulo the maximal ideal. Then 
and the Z,-module U, is the product of a free Z,-module of rank p - 1 
and a cyclic group of order p, see e.g. [14]. 
For a finite abelian p-group H set rank H equal to the dimension of H/pH 
over the field with p elements. If rank H < r and exp H divides pc, then 
the order of H divides per. We apply this remark to H = D-(ZG). From 
(3.13) and the structure of u(/l,‘) one obtains 
rank D-(ZG) < rank D(ZG) < 1 + p(p” - l)/(p - 1). 
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From Frijhlich [5], 1 D-(ZG)I = pA’ where 
4N = 3n + ((n - l)pfl+l - (n + 3)P” + P + 3)l(P - ‘I. 
Suppose for all B. that exp D-(ZG) divides pc, c a constant. Then 
N < 4 + P(P” - 1MP - 111, 
which is impossible for large n. Thus exp D-(ZG) ---, CO as n --f 00, p odd. 
Suppose p = 2. Then zl(Z,) z (fl} x Z, . It follows from (3.13) that 
rank D(ZG) < 2”+l. Using the fact [4] that 1 D(ZG)I = 2”, where 
A4 = (n - 4) 2n-1 + n + 2, 
one proves exp D(ZG) + CO as n --f co. 
Finally from (3.1), (3.9), and the method above one obtains the assertion 
on the growth of the rank of D(ZG) or D-(ZG). 
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